Spontaneous Raman spectroscopy is a nonperturbing diagnostic tool that provides detailed structural information about molecules through the vibrational-line positions and intensities. Because of many specific properties, pulsed Raman spectroscopy can provide valuable information in situations in which ultrarapid recording of the vibrational spectra is of crucial importance. The conventional monochannel spectrometry technique using scanning monochromators allows recording the luminous intensity as a function of wavelength for a static sample or the intensity as a function of time if the monochromator works at fixed frequency. It is clear that the monochannel technique is inadequate for pulsed

SOME APPLICATIONS OF PULSED MULTICHANNEL RAMAN SPECTROMETRY
Combustion phenomena inside an engine Pulsed multichannel Raman technique has been applied to the analysis of the combustion phenomena inside the combustion chamber of an engine. The laser shot is synchronized with the rotation of the engine and Raman spectra are recorded for different crank angles. Spatial analysis of the instantaneous distribution of molecular species inside the irradiated volume and temperature measurements (determined from the intensity ratio of the hot bands to the fundamental band of nitrogen) give important informations about the heterogeneous distribution of the gases. This heterogeneity is correlated to the flame front propagation and t o turbulence phenomena
. (Fig. 2) . 5 hot bands are unambiguously identified and their profiles indicate that the molecules are far from equilibrium state (5) .
Vibrationnally excited states Vibrationnally excited nitrogen in its ground electronic state is very reactive. I t is involved in the physics and chemistry of the upper atmosphere and more generally in all gas-phase energy transfers and chemical reactions in which nitrogen is involved. Pulsed Raman spectroscopy is a suitable method for probing vibrationnally excited species in a microwave discharge because the technique allows an efficient discrimination against the luminescence of the medium. The Raman Stokes spectrum of nitrogen at a pressure of 20 torr is obtained by averaging 20 laser pulses of 900 mJ (15ns duration)
Electronically excited states (pump-then-probe technique) One method of creating a time delay between the pump and the probe pulses is with an optical delay line. This requires only one laser and a beam splitter to divide the laser output into two beams, one of which (the pump) is directed to the sample, while the other (the probe) travels a longer route. A path difference between the two beams of 0.3m corresponds to a time delay of Ins.
The excited species and the transients may be generated phatolytically but also by other methods such as T-jump (laser generated) or pulse radiolysis for instance. An interesting feature of the Raman imagery technique is connected with the use of multipass optical delay lines, which permits the simultaneous recording of several time-resolved Raman spectra with a single laser pulse (6) . (~o -~M ) is such that the photolyzing beam is completely absorbed after a 3mm travel (Fig. 3) 
